Abstract.With the advance of mass spectrometry and experimental techniques, proteome research has broken through the bottleneck of data generation, and a huge amount of mass spectrometry (MS) data has been accumulated rapidly in the past few years. Meanwhile, the lack of efficient data analysis and quality control methods has greatly hindered proteome development. Target-decoy searching strategy has become one of the most popular strategies to control the false identification in MS/MS data analysis. While this strategy can estimate the false discovery rate (FDR) within a dataset, it cannot directly evaluate the false positive matches in target identifications. In this study, we developed an improved target-decoy strategy: the entrapment sequences method, to set up an objective standard to evaluate the performance of quality control methods and database search tools. We started with a preliminary study of the size of entrapment sequences and found ten times the sample sequences could be a reasonable size of entrapment sequences. Then,we went on to give thedefinition and equation of Estimated FDR and Actual FDR. We found the entrapment sequences method can be a good supplement to target-decoy strategy.
Introduction
In the era of postgenomics, proteomics research has become increasingly important to the research of life sciences. Mass spectrometry based proteomics research can provide a large amount of information on protein identification and quantification because MS/MS can analyze protein mixtures in a high throughout manner and provide sequence information for peptides and proteins. [1] Target-decoy searching strategy has become one of the most popular strategies to control false identification in MS/MS data analysis. [2] In target-decoy strategy, sample sequences are usually used as target sequences before being reversed or randomized as decoy sequences. One key assumption is that the number of PSMs from the decoy database equals the number of false identifications from the target database, which permits the FDR estimation. However, the target-decoy strategy can estimate the false discovery rate (FDR) within a dataset, but it cannot directly evaluate the false positive matches in target identifications. In this study, we introduced the entrapment sequences method to formulate an objective standard to evaluate the performance of quality control methods and database search engines. As shown in Fig. 1 , in the entrapment sequences method, the target sequences are composed of sample sequences (A) and entrapment sequences (B), which are of low homology with the sample sequences, International Conference on Biomedical and Biological Engineering (BBE 2016) then the combined target sequences (A+B) are reversed to construct decoy sequences (A'+B'). By using different labels, we can separate the PSMs into different kinds and calculate the actual FDRs for the PSMs. Target sequences are comprised of sample sequences (A) and entrapment sequences (B).Then we reverse both of them (A+B) as decoy sequences (A'+B'). In our previous work, we used entrapment sequences method to evaluate the performance of four quality control methods (BNP model, PeptideProphet, cutoff-based method and nonparametric method) [3] .Granholmet al. used a similar method to evaluate several commonly used score functions. [4] In Marc Vaudelet al's work for quality control of the FDR estimation, they defined the FDR calculated on the target-decoy strategy as the "Estimated" FDR and the FDR calculated using only the hits from the target database as the "Reference" FDR [5] .But we would argue that it is more appropriate to call the "Reference"FDR "Actual" FDR. In the year of 2012, Marc Vaudelet al.also used a similar method to prove that pyrococcusfuriosussample can be used as a reliable reference sample of known content, [6] which is better than the widely used standard samples of known content. [7] All the above work used much larger entrapment sequences than sample sequences, only to ignore the random hits in sample sequences. In Granholmet al's work [4] ,he said "An entrapment database infinitely larger than the sample partition is likely to capture all top-scoring PSMs, making it equivalent to a normal decoy database.The ideal proportion of sample and entrapment sequences,for the purpose of creating the optimal null model,thus remains to be elucidated." So in this work, we started with a preliminary study on the size of entrapment sequences, hopingto solve the following two problems: (1) At what proportion of entrapment/sample sequences can the random hits in sample sequences be ignored? (2) If the random hits in sample sequences cannot be ignored, how can we estimate the number of false matches in sample sequences? Then, we proceeded to the definition and equation of Estimated FDR and Actual FDR. We demonstrated that the entrapment sequences method could be an excellent strategy to assess each step of the mass spectrometry data analysis process.
Material and methods
ThePfu dataset wasproduced by analyzingPyrococcusfuriosus sample on LTQ OrbitrapVelos (Thermo Scientific) [6] , and used as anstandard dataset here.All data searching was performed using combined target-decoy strategy. The target database comprised sample sequences and entrapment sequences.The decoy database was created by reversing all the target sequences. Three kinds of databases were downloaed fromUniProt [8] database on 5th Jan. 2016. 1) Pyrococcus furiosusprotein sequences of Swiss-Prot(abbreviationPfu, containing 2,045 sequences).2) Homo sapiensprotein sequencesof Swiss-Prot(abbreviation HomoSp, containing 20,187 sequences).3) Homo sapiens of TrEMBL(abbreviation HomoTr, contraining49,889sequences).We expanded human protein sequences by randomizing HomoSp and HomoTr using Matrix Science Company's perl module, which could be downloaded free at http://www.matrixscience.com/help/decoy_help.html.To evaluate the best proportion of entrapment/sample sequences, we constructed 13 database of increasing sizes by combiningPfu protein sequences with different numbers of human protein sequences. The datails were shown in Table 1 .All mzML files were converted from raw files using the msconvertmodule [9] in the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP v4.7.0) [10] .The monoisotopic mass was used for both peptide and fragment ions with fixed modification (Carbamidomethyl, +57Da) on Cys and variable modification (oxidation, +16Da) on Met. Tryptic cleavage at only Lys or Arg was selected. Only b and y fragment ions were taken into account, so were fragment ions with +2, +3 or +4 charge.
The Appropriate Proportion of Entrapme nt and Sample Sequences
A commonly-used method to demonstrate that a quality control method or a database search engine is reliable is to test it on proteomic standards of knowncontent. These analyses allow the discrimination of true andfalse positives based on the known sample composition andthus allow the estimation of reference metrics like a referencefalse discovery rate (FDR). The PSMs pointing to the proteinsactually in the sample are considered true positive matches,whereas all other hits are suspected to be errors.Marc Vaudelet al [6] .introduced two reference metrics of controlled samples: (1) no true positive PSMs shall hit the entrapment database, and (2) no random match shall hit the sample sequences. In this study, we extended these two reference metrics for evaluation. Meeting metric (1) can be achieved using sample sequences and entrapment sequences with low homology. Using blast local server(v2.4.0+), [11] we compared the homology of 2,045 Pfu sequences and 70,076 human sequences, and found a very low homology. Meeting metric (2) can be achieved by using a much larger entrapment database than the sample database, for the possibility of a random match hitting the sample database is negligible. But how large should the entrapment database be? For the entrapment database which is not so large as the sample database, can we use the hits in this entrapment database to estimate the false matches in the sample database? So in this section, we did preliminary research on the appropriate proportion of entrapment and sample sequences. In the next section,we gave the definition and equation of Estimated FDR and Actual FDR.
Pfu dataset was searched by MS-GF+ using combined target-decoy strategy. We used 13 kinds of target database illustrated in Table 1 . We used 2045Pfu sequences as sample sequences and different kinds of Homo sequences as entrapment sequences. So the proportion of entrapment sequences/sample sequences various from 0 to 137.
Then we reversed the target database as decoy database. So the proportion of entrapment sequences/sample sequences ranged from 0 to 137. The results were shown in Figure 2 :When the proportion of entrapment/sample sequences was small, there were few entrapment PSMs identified. As the proportion grew, more entrapment PSMs were identified and graduallyon the verge of identified decoy PSMs. But the number of sample PSMs was somewhatreduced. We found the appropriate entrapment/sample sequences proportion was10-30. For the purpose of getting more sample results, we recommended the entrapment/sample sequences proportion to be 10 in our study. 
Estimated FDR and Actual FDR
To calculate Estimated FDR, we used the results from both target database and decoy database without distinguishing sample sequences from entrapment sequences in the target database. We can calculate the false discovery rate (FDR) using equation (1) .Where Nfp stands for the number of false positive PSMs in target database and Ntarget stands for all the number of PSMs in target database.
As we cannot count the number of false positive PSMs in target database directly, we can use the number of decoy PSMs (Ndecoy) to estimate the number of false positive PSMs in the target database （Nfp=Ndecoy） . So the Estimated FDR can be calculated by equation (2) .
To calculateActual FDR, weused the results from the target database only and distinguished sample sequences from entrapment sequences in the target database.As illustrated by Marc Vaudelet al [6] ., the number of random matches insample sequences (A) can be estimated by reversed sample PSM (A'). And in an ideal situation, the number of random matches in (A) should be 0. Our work showed that as the proportion grew, the number of identified PSMs declined significantly.Even at the highest proportion of 137 (2045 sample sequences+280304 entrapment sequences), there still existed PSMs in (A'), suggesting that in sample sequences there still exist randem hits that can be ignored when the entrapment/sample sequences proportion is large.We found that the number of random hits in sample sequences (Nfps) could be estimated by the number of PSMs in entrapment sequences (Ntrap), which is illustrated by equation (3) . Where Ssample stands for the size of sample sequences, Strap stands for the size of entrapment sequences. For a target database which has a large entrapment/sample proportion, the value of (Ssample/Strap) can be ignored. In this case, the Actual FDR (FDRact) can be calculated by equation (6) .
Discussion
In this study, we developed an entrapment sequences method to assess each step of the mass spectrometry data analysis process.By using different labels, we can separate the PSMs into different kinds. So that we can set up an objective andexecutable metric for the evaluation of database search engines, quality control methods and protein assembling tools. As shown in our previous study, we found the appropriate proportion of entrapment/sample sequences is 10-30. And even at the proportion of 137, the number of sample identificationsreduce a little. Entrapment sequences method can perform evaluations easily and cause less reduction of sample identifications,this is why it's recommended for laboratory use. 
